Coital alignment technique video


In the last few decades, studies on the Coital Alignment Technique. A video showing real-time footage of the CAT was previewed at the 15th Coital Alignment Technique Video Tutorial. Explore Coital Alignment Technique and more. Coital Alignment Technique Video Tutorial · Coital Alignment. Dec 18, 1999. The coital alignment technique (CAT): An overview of studies. in press. Note: I am currently working on an educational video that focuses on. But why stick with the basic man on top sexual position? Try, for example, having sex with the CAT. That's the "coital alignment technique". For women that have trouble reaching orgasm through intercourse alone, the Coital Alignment Technique (also known as the CAT position) can be the answer. Find out how to use the coital alignment technique to pleasure a woman in bed with orgasms during intercourse. Wie funktioniert die CAT Position? Die „Coital Alignment Technique“ ist quasi eine Abwandlung der Missionarsstellung: Sie liegt auf dem Rücken, er auf ihr drauf. The alignment of this pose gives him a tight fit and creates more sustained stimulation for you. Discover how to properly perform the Coital Alignment Technique position with your partner. The CAT love making position is great for clitoral stimulation Bookmark this page if you don’t have time to watch these videos now! The Coital Alignment Technique is not the only essential element of female orgasm. Men - Would You Like To Give Any Woman An Intense G Spot Squirt Orgasm? Watch the video clip below to see how AMAZING these G Spot squirting. The Coital Alignment Technique or CAT is a great sex position for women that have a hard time having an orgasm during sex. Where as most positions don’t directly. Sex Positions and Techniques: a photographic guide to sex techniques and the best sex positions.